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The setting

• Trade between a buyer and seller in which:

the seller may suffer a negative cost shock after committing to 
trade (agreeing to a contract)

the seller makes a quality decision during production

• (Formal) Contracts cannot:

- be state-contingent

- specify the seller’s quality choice



Two types of contracts are possible

• Rigid: Traders fix a price before observing the cost-shock 
(ex ante) and they cannot change this price

• Flexible: After fixing a base price (ex ante), the buyer can  
raise this payment (after observing the cost shock)

(The contract cannot specify how to adjust.)



What do we study?

• Whether communication affects the 
choice between rigid and flexible, 
comparative efficiency and earnings

• How chat content differs between rigid 
and flexible and the effects on outcomes 
(content analysis).



Motivation
• Clear agreements -- smooth relationships

• Business practitioners advocate “keep plans simple”
• Especially when communication is difficult

Rigid is simple

•Broader objectives: understand contracting costs
• predict contract incompleteness



Background
• Theory in Hart Moore QJE 2008 

(“Contracts as Reference Points”) 

• Rigid contracts fix entitlements (if competitively determined)
• If seller feels entitled to more than buyer pays, seller aggrieved 

and produces inferior quality
• Flexible contracts leave room for disagreement (inefficiency)

Experimental support Fehr, Hart, Zehnder (a,b,c)



Why do we do what we do?

• Traders should look for a way to avoid the inefficiency!

• The natural way is communication: clarify plans/obligations, 
discuss and adjust entitlements (reference points) to try and 
make them compatible

• Cf. HM theory

• Informal agreements may affect entitlements (reference pts?)

• can “complete” flexible contracts
• complementary with flexible contracts



Basic Game
• 2 players – B & S – with material payoffs:
• ΠB=ΠS= 5 if take outside options
• ΠB= 5 + v(x) – T   and   ΠS = 5 + T - C - |x|

where

•v(x) = 10, 30, 45, when x = -1, 0, 1, resp.
•T: transfer from B to S
•C = 0 or 20 with equal probabilities



Timing

Stage 1: B can propose a contract type, rigid or  flexible, 
together with a base price P

Stage 2: S accepts or rejects (ending game with 5 each)
-----------------------------------------------------------------------
Stage 3: Computer randomly determines S’s cost C 
(C = 0 or 20, equiprobable), observed by both B and S.

Stage 4: If contract is flexible, B can set an additional 
transfer Q.

Stage 5: S sets quality level x= –1, x = 0 or x = 1



Theory on Rigid vs. Flexible

• Flexible in principle seems better but…

• Rigid contracts are simple: once accepted, no room for disagreement

• Flexible contracts leave room for disagreement 
• unless chat enables clarification of intended plans



Previous Experiments on Communication

• Many



Charness (2000)
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Why might bilateral agreements shift 
feelings of entitlement?
•If seller agreed to rigid contract, people could say: 
“you chose to accept that price -- you can’t complain now!”

•General norm: accept the consequences of one’s actions
• E.g. “you made your bed – now lie in it!”

•Flexible (no-chat): ambiguity excuse









What chat content leads to flexible doing 
better?

• Clarification of intentions?  Good vibes (less social 
distance)?

• We had independent coders read all chat text and classify 
it according scheme with 3 content categories.



Focus: Effects of chat categories on earnings

Simple Wilcoxon Signed-rank tests:

- “Q-clarification” “Friendly” and “Promises over 
quality” all have a significant positive effect on buyer and 
seller earnings with a flexible contract.

- all three have no significant effect on earnings with 
rigid contracts. 













Conclusions (1)

• How does communication affect frequency and 
effectiveness of different contract forms? Ambiguity over 
interpretation of flexible contracts may make it useful for 
traders to tie their hands. Our results without 
communication qualitatively confirm and generalize this 
idea. 

• Matters change dramatically with free-form communication. 
Natural feature, people can make agreements (removing 
ambiguity in flexible contracts) and promises (tend to be 
honored). Flexible contracts then emerge as the instrument 
that allows traders to raise efficiency.



Conclusions (2)
• Content analysis of chat data reveals clarification of transfer 

plan associated with better quality and earnings outcomes 
in flexible contracts. Not flexibility per se causing problems 
in, but rather the risk of ambiguity over how flexible 
contract terms are to be adapted to subsequent events.

• Free-form communication tends to resolve ambiguity while 
preserving adaptive benefits of flexibility. Overall, results 
point to big benefits from informal agreements when traders 
cannot write complete state-contingent (formal) contracts.

• Through informal agreements the parties can use flexible 
contracts to their advantage.


